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Evidence to the EET Committee on 20 January - follow up information 
 
During the EET Committee’s evidence session on 20 January on the work of the Longannet 
Task Force, the issue of monitoring and evaluating the success of taskforces was raised and 
discussed in some detail.  Particular emphasis was placed on tracking those individuals who 
have been made redundant and have either secured alternative employment or accessed 
training through support provided by various current taskforces.   
 
In light of those discussions, I feel it would be helpful to provide the Committee with a copy of 
an employee support paper presented to the latest meeting of the Fife Task Force on 18 
February, which provides a flavour of the good progress being made in supporting the Tullis 
Russell workforce since the first meeting of the Fife Task Force on 30 April 2015.  My view is 
that the monitoring and evaluation processes used by Opportunities Fife - the employability 
partnership led by Fife Council with support from the Scottish Government, SDS and 
Scottish Enterprise - to produce the figures contained in the paper provide an excellent 
template for tracking those workers affected by Longannet’s forthcoming closure.  On that 
specific point, I think it is also worth highlighting the continuing focus the Longannet Task 
Force has on the needs of the Longannet workers.  As you are aware, at its meeting on 29 
February, Scottish Power updated the Task Force and reported that of the 236 staff 
employed on site, all but 35 who sought work or other opportunities have found them so far.  
That progress is to be welcomed and is extremely encouraging.  
 
I hope the Committee can see from the attached paper and the information provided by the 
Longannet Task Force that the Scottish Government continues to work closely with its 
enterprise and skills agencies, local government partners and private sector partners 
towards effective taskforce monitoring and evaluation processes. 
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I hope the Committee finds this information helpful. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

FERGUS EWING 
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FIFE TASKFORCE – EMPLOYEE SUPPORT  
 
PROGRESS UPDATE 
 
1. Background  
 

 This paper provides an update at 12th February 2016 on progress made since the last 
meeting of the Fife Taskforce on 4th November 2015.  Opportunities Fife is working 
collaboratively to support the delivery of the Taskforce action plan. The partnership 
consists of Fife Council, Skills Development Scotland, Department for Work and 
Pensions, Business Gateway, Fife College and third sector organisations.  Fife 
Council leads the co-ordination of the delivery of the Task Force action plan and will 
provide the governance required to administer funding and track outcomes. 
 
Key Summary of the Current Status:  
 

 Positive outcomes for 418 clients from a total client list of 601. 

 504 Training Requests received with 442 arranged. 

 Outbound campaign continuing to ensure support to all clients. 

 Phase 2 Media Campaign in development targeting individuals and businesses. 

 Employer Engagement activity resulting in extensive job opportunities. 

 Jobs Fair – phase 2 event being planned for April 2016.  

 The Training funding: Initial £453,309 of the £600,000 funding committed has been 
allocated.  

 Training Broker resource support driving ongoing success with training brokerage 
and co-ordination activity. 

 Developed a bespoke one day motivational training course for clients still 
registered with DWP, to be scheduled for February/March 2016 (up to 20 clients 
per session). 

 Regular communication with Trade Unions to update on progress – Key Worker 
assigned to liaise with the Trade Unions. 

 
 
2. Status of Support for Tullis Russell Former Employees and Other Employee 

Records at 12th February, 2016 
 

 The fully operational Customer Relationship Management System contains 477 Tullis 
Russell employee records and 124 other employee records – a total of 601 individuals 
each with a unique identification number.  Of the 477 Tullis Russell employees, 466 
have been made redundant and 11 remain at Tullis Russell – now employed with 
Glenrothes Paper Ltd (old IPAC Area). 
 

DWP Registration  
  

Job Centres: Registered: Left Register: Still Claiming: 

Cupar 14 11 3 

Cowdenbeath 11 10 1 

Dunfermline 12 11 1 

Glenrothes 148 126 22 

Kirkcaldy 29 27 2 

Leven 63 49 14 

FIFE TOTAL 277 234 43 
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 Training Requests Received 

 Total training requests received: 504 (410 from Tullis Russell) 

 Individuals submitting training requests: 247 (195 from Tullis Russell) 
 

The table below shows the training request categories for Tullis Russell: 
 

 
 

Training Requests Arranged 
 

 Total training requests arranged: 442 (376 from Tullis Russell) 

 Individuals with training arranged: 235 (200 from Tullis Russell) 

 Of the 436 items of training arranged, the training places have been funded as set out 
in the table below: 

 

Number of training arranged Source of Funding 

377 Fife Taskforce Training Fund 

54 Rapid Response Fund 

7 Individual Learning Account 

2 Employability Fund 

1 Work-based training 

1 Fife Council Digital Skills (no cost) 
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Governance Arrangement for Additional Resources 

 

 The initial £100,000 additional resource allocated to Fife Council has been fully 
committed and managed through Opportunities Fife. 

 A further £500,000 was released from the Scottish Government to Fife Council during 
week commencing 29th June 2015. 

 A detailed breakdown of the spend and committed spend to date is as follows:- 
 

Training Budget Spend 
 

 Budget: Spend to 
Date: 

Committed: Budget 
remaining: 

Training  £466,000 £201,455 £211,589 £52,956 

Media/Marketing 
Campaigns 

£  30,000 £  27,864 £2136 0 

Employability 
Brokerage Post – 
(Brag 3rd Sector 
resource – Former 
Tullis Russell 
employee) 

£  24,000 £14,000 £10,000 0 

Employer Incentive: 
(£2,000 per client) 

£  80,000 £10,000 £70,000 0 

Total: £600,000 £253,319 £293,725 £52,956 
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 The CRMS allows for the outstanding training requests to be monitored and clients to 
be contacted when training places become available.  Not all training requests will be 
fulfilled as clients often change their requirements as they progress into positive 
outcomes or choose different routes. 

 The average individual spend for each client to date has been £1067. 

 Of the 601 Clients on the CRMS, 74 clients (66 TR employees) have indicated that no 
further support is required and a further 16 have indicated that they do not wish any 
further contact to be made by the Fife Taskforce.  

 Of the 74 requiring no further support, 65 have indicated an outcome (see table 
below): An additional 16 have requested no further contact and 8 of that 16 have 
recorded 10 outcomes as below 
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 This leaves the Fife Taskforce with a current caseload of 511 clients.   
Opportunities Fife Key Workers are in the process of making contact with all clients on 
the CRMS to fully populate the client profiles. The instances of contact have been 
recorded in the case notes facility on the CRMS.  To date there have been 2471 case 
notes recorded for 573 individuals. A breakdown of the contact made can be seen 
below.  Of the remaining 32 clients over half have been contacted and have minimal 
information on the system. 

   

 
 

 To date there have been a total of 513 (464 Tullis Russell) outcomes for 436 (393 
Tullis Russell) individuals detailed below: (larger outcome number than people is due 
to one person having more than one outcome e.g. more than one job, job plus 
training, etc.) 

  Tullis Russell Total 

Outcomes Total 
  Full Time Education 17 18 

Full Time Employment 386 424 

Moved /Moved Abroad 1 1 

Not Seeking Work 13 16 

Part Time Employment 17 22 

Retired 14 15 

Self-Employment 16 17 

Grant Total 464 513 

 The following 3 tables cover the job level, gender split and age for clients with positive 
outcomes and clients with no outcomes to date: 
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 We determined the Job level for 373 of the 452 employment outcomes (see table 
below). Where clients have not responded we may not have gender information at this 
stage. 

  
 

The gender/age split for the Group with outcomes is as follows: 

 
 

The gender/age split for remaining Group with no outcomes is as follows:  

 
 

 The Opportunities Fife Key Practitioners are continuing to contact via an outbound 
campaign around the Group of 165 clients that still have no outcomes. This outbound 
campaign will give urgent priority to this group and will continue until every client has 
responded to the call and outcomes are recorded. 
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3. Ensuring Effective Communication  
 

 The Information Flyer is continuing to be circulated.  

 The one day workshop has been designed to target the clients, who have to date 
been unable to progress to a positive outcome.   The initial workshops will be 
delivered to long-term DWP claimants who have not yet moved to a positive 
destination. 

 Radio Campaigns: Currently working with the media account manager to develop 
a phase 2 radio campaign involving a new ‘call to action’ targeting individuals and 
businesses.  This builds on the huge success of the phase 1 radio campaign, which 
featured live case studies of individuals affected and businesses supporting the 
activity. 

 Outbound Campaign: Key Practitioners from Opportunities Fife and Business 
Gateway have made numerous attempts to contact every person on the database 
to log contact details, update and cleanse the records held.  This activity has now 
moved into a structured triage phase involving all partners to ensure all records are 
fully populated with positive outcomes recorded. 

 
4. Employer Engagement Activity: 

 

 Recruitment incentive has been developed paying up to £2000 for eligible 
candidates. To date 6 companies have submitted a business case to access this 
support. 

 Through Fife Council’s Community Benefit Strategy - linked to the affordable 
housing programme, we are continuing to target potential employers within the 
Construction and Service Sector to actively promote clients to these jobs. 

 
5. Engagement with Trade Union 
 

 A key member of the Fife Taskforce Team has been assigned to liaise with and 
maintain regular communication with Trade Union representatives, updating on 
progress and activities of the Fife Taskforce.   
 
 

 
 
 
 
Opportunities Fife 
February, 2016 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 


